A laboratory exercise to illustrate increased salivary cortisol in response to three stressful conditions using competitive ELISA
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Haussmann MF, Vleck CM, Farrar ES. A laboratory exercise to illustrate increased salivary cortisol in response to three stressful conditions using competitive ELISA. Adv Physiol Educ 31: 110–115, 2007; doi:10.1152/advan.00058.2006.—Perceived stress activates the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis, resulting in the release of glucocorticoids into the systemic circulation. Glucocorticoids cause the elevation of blood glucose, providing the necessary energy for the organism to cope with stress. Here, we outline a laboratory exercise that uses a competitive ELISA kit to illustrate the response of salivary cortisol concentrations to three stressful conditions. Twelve undergraduate students in the General and Comparative Endocrinology course at Iowa State University were subjected to presentation stress, fasting stress, and competition stress to determine their effect on salivary cortisol concentrations. Students had elevated salivary cortisol in response to each of these stresses compared with basal conditions. These results reiterate the importance of glucocorticoids as mediators of the stress response. This study also incorporates the use of the ELISA technique, a modern laboratory tool used to determine the amount of endogenous antigens in plasma or saliva. This laboratory exercise can easily be adapted to fit into already existing physiology and endocrinology curriculums.

THE DEFINITION OF STRESS has assumed a ubiquitous connotation in today’s society. Stress has come to embody almost any factor that induces physiological or psychological tension. The term “stress” was introduced in 1935 by Hans Selye (28), who explained the phenomenon as nonspecific bodily changes that occurred in response to physically harmful stimuli, or “stressors.” More recently, stress has come to embody negative effects on the system in which stressors elicit a bodily response perceived as unrest or one that causes anxiety (22). More appropriately, however, stress is the sum of biological reactions to intrinsic and extrinsic stimuli that results in a perturbation from homeostasis (4). Stress experienced chronically can have widespread negative effects on a number of physiological systems, including reproduction (35), growth (25), metabolism (32), immune function (13, 22), and behavior (4).

The adaptation to physical or psychological stress usually involves the activation of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis. The resulting release of hypothalamic corticotropin-releasing hormone, anterior pituitary adrenocorticotropic hormone, and adrenal glucocorticoids (cortisol and corticosterone) in anticipation of or during stressful situations is interpreted as a homeostatic response of the body (7). During times of stress, the increased metabolic demands of the body can be met through glucocorticoid release. The bioavailability and metabolic clearance of glucocorticoids are regulated in part by binding globulins. Free, unbound glucocorticoids can enter cells and allow energy mobilization to fuel fight-or-flight responses (20). The degree and duration of the increase in glucocorticoid concentrations above basal levels are indicative of stress, and greater glucocorticoid concentrations over longer periods of time are interpreted as indicating more stressful situations (3, 5, 7, 17, 31).

The objectives of this laboratory were to measure salivary cortisol concentrations from third- and fourth-year undergraduates with the use of a commercial kit based on competitive ELISA and to correlate the plasma cortisol levels with different stressful situations. These experiments were designed to illustrate how psychological and physiological stressors impact the release of cortisol by the HPA axis in an interactive laboratory setting using current research diagnostic tools.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This laboratory was exempt from Institutional Review Board human subject approval according to Iowa State University guidelines. In 2004, the Iowa State University comparative endocrinology laboratory had 12 biology and genetics undergraduates (8 women and 4 men), aged between 20 and 22 yr. To assess the effects of stress on salivary cortisol, three experiments were performed during the semester. This design is attractive for a number of reasons.

- It allowed the stress laboratory to be partitioned into three separate experiments that took place throughout the entire semester, lending depth and experimental realism that cannot normally be attained with laboratories that are completed in a single period.
- Two of the three experiments took place in conjunction with other laboratories that effectively tied together different endocrine topics and experiments without overburdening class time.
- Because the experiments were spaced throughout the semester, the students had additional time to explore the subject literature and formulate predictions about what they expected to find.

Before the first experiment, the class discussed how a variety of factors (time, gender, age, diet, etc.) can affect the accuracy of hormone measurements. For example, sampling protocols need to account for the circadian cycle of cortisol (17), and treatment groups had to control for gender since it can affect cortisol levels (15). In our class, this allowed for a discussion of how to properly design an experiment followed by the student’s active involvement in the design of the three stress experiments. In addition, each day a sample was taken, students completed a survey specifying factors that could have influenced their salivary cortisol levels (food eaten, medication, recent exercise, etc.). Collection of this information allowed us to exclude biased samples from later analysis. Instructors who use this laboratory exercise should be particularly aware of how cortisol’s circadian cycle may influence their class’s results. Specifically, there is a sharp drop in circulating cortisol in the beginning of the light cycle, and thus morning laboratories should control for a time effect (17).
Experiment 1. Presentation stress: does giving a graded presentation in front of your instructors and peers elevate salivary cortisol levels? In our comparative endocrinology laboratory, students perform six in-depth laboratory experiments on themselves or study animals that focus on important endocrine systems (hypophysectomy, metamorphosis, glucose tolerance, stress, castration, and mechanisms of hormone action). These laboratory experiments often run for several laboratory periods throughout the semester. During three laboratory sessions at intervals throughout the semester, the students, lecture instructors, and graduate student teaching assistant (TA) attend formal 45-min summary presentations on the experiments given by pairs of students. Preparation for these presentations provides students opportunities to read primary literature and form a cohesive presentation on the subject area as well as analyze and present the experimental data. These classes also provide a chance for the class to have an open discussion about the data, what in the laboratory experiment could have been done differently, what statistical tests were appropriate for proper data analysis, and what current research is being done in the subject area.

Because presentations in a classroom setting are often stressful to the presenting students, we decided that this was an opportune situation to study the effects of a psychological stress on salivary cortisol levels. These presentations were graded by the lecture instructors, TA, and other students, adding to the potentially stressful situation. At the beginning of the presentation period, saliva samples were collected from everyone, resulting in eight nonpresenting students and four presenting students giving a saliva sample. Over two presentation periods, this formed paired samples from eight students, one associated with a presentation situation and one before a nonpresentation situation, allowing for presenting students to act as their own controls. The third presentation period was not included in the analysis because it occurred during the last week of classes, so samples could not be analyzed by the students before the end of the semester.

Experiment 2. Fasting stress: how does a 15-h fast affect salivary cortisol levels? One of the laboratory experiments performed in our comparative endocrinology class examines the glucose tolerance test (GTT), which is used as a diagnostic tool to detect diabetes mellitus. This laboratory requires students to fast for 15 h before the afternoon laboratory session. At the beginning of class, students imbibe a glucose solution (with dose adjusted for body weight) and then use a glucometer to measure their blood glucose levels over the next 2 h to plot their glucose tolerance curve. The 15-h fast allowed for the opportunity to explore whether fasting, both a physiological and a psychological stressor, would affect salivary cortisol levels. The advantage of this experiment was augmented both because of cortisol’s role in carbohydrate metabolism and because two experiments could be performed in the same laboratory period (the GTT and stress of fasting). Students in class took a saliva sample at the beginning of the period (fasting sample) and at the end of period (1 h after they had imbibed the glucose solution). This design produced paired samples from 10 of the 12 students in class; one student did not participate because she had diabetes mellitus, and another student’s data were dropped from the analysis because his fasting sample did not contain enough saliva for analysis.

Experiment 3. Competition stress: how do in-class competitive activities that have no bearing on class grade affect salivary cortisol levels? We designed a third experiment that would also act as a psychological stressor but without the added consequence of the stressful stimuli having a direct effect on the student’s grade. This experiment allowed us to explore whether competitive games could affect student’s salivary cortisol levels.

Normally, students are aware of what activities are scheduled for laboratory periods prior to class time; however, for this period, students were only told that it was part of the stress experiment. Upon the initiation of class, all students gave a saliva sample to serve as a baseline, and, after this, students were told about the laboratory activity for that day. The laboratory period was split into two activities: a stress bowl and a competitive card game.

The stress bowl was similar to a quiz game in which students on two teams had to correctly answer questions to win team points. Stress bowl rules were adapted from the rules of “Sports Day,” an in-class activity designed to stimulate student-professor dialogue and reinforce class subject matter in another Iowa State University class (1). Briefly, two team captains were randomly chosen from the class; they then picked their teams one student at a time until no students were left. Each team had six members. The stress bowl was run in three rounds, and each round had six questions, necessitating that each student answer one question per round. Before a question was read, each team sent one representative to the front of the classroom, where they faced the class with the chalkboard behind them. A bell was located on the table in front of the students. When both students indicated that they were ready, the laboratory TA read a question related to endocrinology. At any point during the question, students could ring the bell and attempt to answer the question correctly. Once the bell was rung, however, the TA stopped reading the question and the student who rang the bell had to attempt to answer. If the student was wrong, the TA reread the entire question and the other student was allowed to try to answer the question. The questions in each round became subsequently more difficult. Rounds 1 and 2 contained questions with spoken answers. Round 3 contained questions that required that the students to diagram their answer on the board (e.g., outline the organs, hormones, and positive and negative feedback of the HPA axis). Round 1 questions were worth 1 point, round 2 questions were worth 2 points, and round 3 questions were worth 3 points. At the end of the game, the team with the most points won the stress bowl.

Upon completion of the stress bowl, each student took a saliva sample and then each team of six students sat around a separate table to play a competitive card game. We played “Spoons,” a fast-moving card game that requires a high degree of vigilance among participants. A group of six students sat around a table with five spoons placed in the middle of the table. Each student was dealt four cards, and, when the dealer was ready she/he began drawing a card from the pile and discarding it to her/his right at a fast rate while always keeping four cards in her/his hand. The student to the right of the dealer would pick up the discarded card and quickly decide whether to keep it or discard it to her/his right. In this way, cards were passed around the table from left to right. The goal of the game is to have four matching cards (e.g., 4 nines or 4 queens), and, upon obtaining this, the student would grab one of five spoons in the middle of the table. Once any student grabbed a spoon, all students were free to grab one of the remaining spoons. Since there are one less spoon than students playing the game, the student who does not have a spoon does not participate in the next game. The five remaining students play a second game with only four spoons in the middle, and this continued until one student was left. The class played two complete rounds of spoons, and a last saliva sample was then collected from the students. The second saliva sample was taken ~1 h after the basal sample, and the third saliva sample was taken ~2 h after the basal sample.

Salivary cortisol analysis. Saliva samples were collected into salivettes according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Sarstedt, Newton, NC). The quantitative measurement of cortisol in saliva was performed using a cortisol ELISA according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Salimetrics, State College, PA). To carry out the ELISA kit test procedures, the laboratory or department must have the equipment and supplies shown in Table 1. Briefly, an ELISA works by the principles of a competitive binding assay. The ELISA microplate is coated with monoclonal antibodies to cortisol. Cortisol in saliva samples and in a set of standards (termed “cold” cortisol) is added to wells of the microplate. After this, cortisol linked to horse-radish peroxidase (termed “hot” cortisol) is added to each well. “Cold” and “hot” cortisol compete for a limited number of antibody-binding sites, and, after an incubation period, unbound components are washed away. Bound “hot” cortisol is measured by the reaction of
Table 1. Equipment and supplies needed to run ELISA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Approximate Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salivettes</td>
<td>Sarstedt</td>
<td>$48 per 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELISA: cortisol diagnostic</td>
<td>Salimetrics</td>
<td>$160 per kit (96 wells)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipette (20–200 µl)</td>
<td>Many options</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pipette tips</td>
<td>Many options</td>
<td>$10 per 1,000 tips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vortex</td>
<td>Many options</td>
<td>Starting at $200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incubator</td>
<td>Many options</td>
<td>Starting at $400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plate reader</td>
<td>Many options</td>
<td>Starting at $4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrifuge (15 ml conical)</td>
<td>Many options</td>
<td>Starting at $3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical software</td>
<td>Many options</td>
<td>$50 academic version (JMP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shown are the companies where supplies were ordered and their approximate costs (in U.S. dollars).

its peroxidase enzyme on a substrate (tetramethylbenzidine). The reaction produces a color that is measured at 450 nm on a plate reader. The intensity of the color reflects the amount of peroxidase detected, which is inversely proportional to the amount of cortisol present.

We determined the intra-assay reproducibility reported as coefficients of variation, which ranged between 0.16% and 1.49%. While the ELISA was carried out by the TA because it is a one-person job, a class period was used to fully discuss the history and principles of competitive binding assays (radioimmunoassay and ELISA). Pipetting variation between students makes full class participation in an ELISA impractical, but students were allowed to pipette their own standards and then used their own data to calculate and plot a standard curve that they could compare to a computer-generated standard curve.

Statistics. We used paired t-test analyses for salivary cortisol levels in experiments 1 and 2 and to compare basal cortisol levels across experiments 1 and 3. We used simple linear regression to compare presenting and nonpresenting salivary cortisol levels in experiment 1. In experiment 3, the cortisol samples measured at three different times were compared with repeated-measures ANOVA, and differences were assessed using post hoc Tukey’s highly significant difference test. P values of <0.05 were considered significant.

Assessment. At the end of the semester, we assessed the effectiveness of the laboratory by asking students a series of questions. This allowed for a quantitative assessment of how the stress laboratory supplemented student learning. The students were also encouraged to submit a written assessment on how they thought the stress laboratory reinforced their learning. Finally, the TA was able to assess the students’ knowledge of the endocrinology of stress by reading and grading their laboratory reports for the stress laboratory.

RESULTS

Salivary cortisol concentrations, ranging from 0.10 to 1.56 µg/dl, fell within the measurable range of the ELISA. There were no differences between male and female basal salivary cortisol concentrations (P = 0.65). Basal salivary cortisol concentrations did not differ between the presentation stress experiment and competition stress experiment (P = 0.46), suggesting that assays were repeatable within individuals.

Experiment 1. In the presentation stress experiment, students presenting in front of the class had higher salivary cortisol levels than when they were not presenting (P = 0.006). Salivary cortisol concentrations were higher during presentations in six students, not different in one student, and lower in one student compared with nonpresenting levels (Fig. 1). Students presumably could have had other stresses outside of class that could impact their salivary cortisol levels, but even if this were the case, the immediate stressor of the presentation was enough to cause a response. Presenting salivary cortisol levels were positively correlated with nonpresenting salivary cortisol levels (P = 0.014, r² = 0.67), indicating that those students who have relatively high presenting salivary cortisol levels also have relatively high nonpresenting salivary cortisol levels (Fig. 2).

Experiment 2. In the fasting stress experiment, students had higher salivary cortisol levels in the fasting sample than after the completion of the GTT (P = 0.023). In all but one student, salivary cortisol levels were higher in the fasting sample compared with the post-GTT sample (Fig. 3), although there was a variation in the fasting sample. The fasting cortisol concentration did not correlate with the fasting blood glucose concentration (P = 0.55, r² = 0.05; data not shown).

Experiment 3. In the competition stress experiment, salivary cortisol levels were higher after the stress bowl and card game than in basal samples, although there were no differences...
CORTISOL IN RESPONSE TO STRESS MEASURED BY ELISA

ADVANCED SCIENCE IN TEACHING IN THE LABORATORY

Fig. 3. Salivary cortisol concentrations (in ng/ml) of students after a 15-h fast and 2 h after the ingestion of a glucose solution. Values from individuals are linked by solid lines.

between the stress bowl and card game samples \( (P = 0.039; \) Fig. 4). The outcome of either competitive activity (being a winner or loser) did not correlate with the salivary cortisol concentration \( (P > 0.30; \) data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Students in the 2004 Iowa State University General and Comparative Endocrinology laboratory had higher levels of salivary cortisol prior to a formal graded presentation given to their instructors and peers than when they were simply part of the audience watching. This experiment combined two potential stressors, both of which have been found to cause an increase in cortisol: public speaking (18) and examinations (19). Written examinations can cause increases in cortisol (19), but some studies (23, 30) have shown no cortisol response, suggesting that written examinations are not perceived as uniformly stressful to students. Oral examinations, however, routinely elicit a cortisol response and feelings of stress (18), and they have been shown to cause greater cortisol release and feelings of anxiety than written examinations (19). A recent meta-analysis found that the Trier social stress test, consisting of a 5-min speech and a 5-min mental arithmetic problem in front of an audience, provoked a more robust cortisol stress response than several other types of stress test (8).

The presentation stress experiment clearly illustrated the variability in the cortisol response to presentation stress. One student showed no difference in presenting versus nonpresentation salivary cortisol levels, and another student actually showed a decrease. Stress is perceived differently by different individuals, and what is perceived as disturbing or unnerving to one may be exciting and stimulating to another (12). Interestingly, the students in the endocrinology laboratory evaluated their perceived level of stress on a 10-point scale every time a cortisol sample was taken, but there were no correlations between self-perceived stress and cortisol levels in any of the sample periods (data not shown). The presentation stress experiment also illustrated that individuals with higher basal cortisol concentrations also had higher cortisol concentrations during acute stress and vice versa. Chronic stress can cause an upregulation of the HPA axis, resulting in a greater release of cortisol during acute stresses (6, 13, 24).

In the presentation stress experiment, students had higher salivary cortisol concentrations after fasting for 15 h than they did after the completion of the GTT. Even short-term fasting is sufficiently stressful to cause activation of the HPA axis and a rise in cortisol (2). Once fasting has ended, cortisol levels drop to basal values quickly (2, 26, 27). The cortisol decline during a GTT has been suggested to reflect a circadian fall in circulating plasma cortisol (27). Basal cortisol has a precipitous circadian drop in the first 4 h of the light cycle (17). While our class met after this time, our data do not refute the possibility of a circadian effect as there were no differences in cortisol concentrations between the fasting samples in this experiment and basal samples from either the presentation stress or competition stress experiments \( (P > 0.05)\). This suggests that the decrease in cortisol concentration may be due to a circadian rhythm or the combination of a circadian decline in cortisol and the end of the fasting stress. Another possibility is that glucose ingestion directly effects cortisol release through an unknown mechanism (27).

In the competition stress experiment, students played two competitive games that had no bearing on their grade in the course. Salivary cortisol levels were significantly elevated after the first game (stress bowl) compared with basal samples at the beginning of class. In another class, where playing competitive games was associated with earning extra credit points, cortisol also increased significantly over the course of the games (D. Silverthorn, personal communication). A number of studies have shown increases in cortisol after both strenuous (10, 11,
33) and nonstrenuous competitive games (21, 29). The psychological, but not physiological, component of the competition is thought to be responsible for the rise in cortisol. Elloumi and others (10) showed that cortisol levels were significantly increased after a rugby match, but when the competition component was removed by simulating similar strenuous activity in the laboratory, cortisol levels did not rise to the same extent.

Suay et al. (33) reported that winners of competitive sports contests (e.g., judo) had higher cortisol concentrations both before and after the competition than those in losers (33), although others have found no significant differences between winners and losers (9–11, 16). We did not detect any differences in salivary cortisol levels between winners and losers at any of the three sampling periods in our competition stress experiment. This could have been because the outcome of the stress bowl was decided by the last question, and saliva samples were taken immediately afterward. Cortisol released by the adrenals can take up to 10 min before being detectable in the saliva (34). We also did not detect a difference in salivary cortisol sampled after the stress bowl and after the card game. Cortisol levels can remain elevated for 60–120 min after onset of an acute stressor (7), and it is likely that there was not enough time between the two competitive games to determine whether both were perceived as stressful to the participants.

Postexperiment assessment indicated that students significantly increased their understanding of the endocrinology of stress, individual variation in how stress is perceived, the functioning HPA axis, and how hormones can be measured in the blood and saliva (Fig. 5). All the students were involved in the actual experimentation, data interpretation, and graph construction. While students did not perform the entire ELISA, a laboratory period was spent discussing how it functioned, and students were able to pipette their own standards and calculate a standard curve. Feedback information indicated that this hands-on experimental exercise was beneficial and useful to the students in the following ways:

- To demonstrate the collection of saliva and the use of it as a specimen for testing the concentration of an endogenous molecule.
- To understand the scientific and technical basis of competitive ELISA.
- To practice pipetting techniques, plot a standard curve for the ELISA, and determine unknown samples read from the curve.
- To practice and perform statistical tests (repeated-measures t-test, ANOVA, and linear regression) on experimental variables.
- To know their own salivary cortisol level and how it responds to different stressful conditions.
- To specifically highlight the role of the important stress hormone cortisol and understand more about the complex endocrinology of stress.
- To illustrate how an experiment is properly designed to determine the relationship between different variables of interest.

The student learning process may be assessed on the basis of practical aspects and knowledge acquisition. Practical aspects include the following:

- How to perform an ELISA (e.g., the addition of the serum specimen, antibody, and enzyme; use of a fluorescent plate reader to measure absorbance; and the importance of controls).
- How to determine the cortisol concentration by plotting a standard curve from reference standards.
- How to collate data and employ statistical tests to analyze variables to determine their significance and relationships.

Knowledge acquisition includes the following:

- Principles of competitive ELISA.
- Different statistical tests and their appropriate applications.
- The importance and role of cortisol in stress biology.

We evaluated students’ performance through written laboratory reports that included proper statistical analysis of the data and a discussion of their results with appropriate references to primary literature. We also evaluated students’ retention of the practical and knowledge aspects of the laboratory through a formal quiz.

This laboratory exercise was successfully performed in the 2004 spring semester and has been added to the regular curriculum within this General and Comparative Endocrinology laboratory course at Iowa State University. We think that this laboratory is suitable for illustrating the physiology of cortisol release in response to a variety of stressful situations. These experiments may be further modified by adding components that explain and demonstrate other facets of the endocrinology of stress biology (e.g., catecholamine levels, strenuous activities, and formal questionnaires to assess perceived stress). Because each of the three experiments is independent of the others, some could be dropped to fit this laboratory into an already existing curriculum. In conclusion, this laboratory exercise is beneficial and useful to the students.
emphasizes the molecular mechanisms underlying the endocrine response to stressful situations while reinforcing the biochemical principles of the ELISA technique. When coupled with appropriate data analysis, this laboratory exercise serves to teach students proper experimental design and technique, appropriate data analysis, this laboratory exercise serves to teach students proper experimental design and technique, thereby helping to teach students endocrinological concepts through an experimental paradigm.
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